May 15th, 2018
After having some issues with our previous supplier of uniforms and swag, we began the search for a new supplier for
our Alberta Warriors Team that travels to the annual Ales Hrebesky Memorial Tournament in Prague, Czech Republic.
We wanted to start support a Canadian Company that had a proven history in lacrosse but also had a wide range of swag
items to offer as well. As per a suggestion from the Istanbul Sultans, we decided to contact Connor and Randy from X‐
Treme Threads for a conversation and then we requested a quote. We were pleasantly happy with the outcomes of
both the conversation and the quote.
In working with Randy on the numerous revisions we had for our Hrebesky uniforms, his response rate on turning our
ideas on paper to the finished product was fantastic. Due to the nature of very itemized items on each jersey, there is a
cause for concern that mistakes would be made, at least that was the comment from our previous supplier. Every
specific nuance on every jersey was bang on with no issues in sizing or logos.
The team swag order was just as complicated, and although there was one issue, that issue was resolved so
professionally, and in record time, that our player had the item in hand before the tournament began.
As we were so pleased with the Hrebesky experience, our Senior B and C teams are now using X‐Treme Threads for our
apparel, swag, and glove needs. We were fortunate enough to do a custom order of Epoch gloves that arrived looking
better than anyone expected while the Senior C team refreshed its look with new uniforms from X‐treme as well that
were very well received by the team.
The Alberta Warriors, the Senior B Warriors, the Senior C Warriors, and the team that will begin attending Frank
Menschner Tournament in Prague every December are looking forward to continuing their relationship with X‐Treme
Threads for many years to come. This is a testament to Connor’s prompt communication and overall professionalism.
I/we would have no issue recommending X‐Treme Threads to any group or sports organization that require group/team
apparel and/or swag.
Sincerely,

K.J. (Kevin) Kohut PGA, BMgt, PBCA
Manager/Player ‐ Alberta Warriors
Treasurer/Player ‐ Edmonton Warriors Senior C

